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give a direct proof that their group Ext (X) is a homotopy invariant and will shed more light on its nature [6J. Moreover the fact that a two point set and the circle have the C -covering homotopy property has been used to explore the relationship between Ext (X) and algebraic K-theory [2] .
Before going further it seems appropriate to say a few words concerning terminology. The standard practice is to discuss maps, not compact metric spaces, which have the covering homotopy property. It would be better to say that rr has the C -covering homotopy property if the above definition is satisfied not only for the algebras C(X), but for arbitrary C -algebras. Then one could define n to have this property relative to an algebra C(X), and it is proved here that this is the case when X is an interval, a circle, or a totally disconnected space. Nevertheless, this rational nomenclature will not be adopted here in order to achieve a certain economy in terminology.
•le
It is easy to see that the C -covering homotopy property is a homeomorphic invariant.
So the results presented here imply that simple and closed simple curves have the C -covering homotopy property. Beyond these examples, totally disconnected spaces, and finite disjoint unions of these, there are no further spaces known to have this property. Indeed, it is not known whether a fiqure eight, a circle with a spoke, or the set t-1, O] U {2~n: n > 1} has the C -covering homotopy property.
The proof of the first lemma is straightforward.
1. Lemma. A compact subset X of the complex plane has the CT-covering homotopy property if and only if for any curve \a{t)\ of normal elements in iB(JO/K with oia{t))= X for all t and such that there is a normal operator AQ in $(H) with oiAQ)= X and rr{AQ)= a(0), then there is a curve {A{t)\ of normal operators in iB(H) such that o(A{t)) = X for all t, A(0)= AQ, and n{A{t)) = a{t).
2. Theorem. // X is an interval then X has the C -covering homotopy Proof. Suppose X is the unit circle and that \u(t)} is a path of unitary elements in xQi)/K such that o(u(t)) = X fot all t and there is a unitary operator UQ in $(H) with n(UQ) = u(0). By the Bartle-Graves theorem there is a path \A(t)\ in 5B(K) suchthat n(A(t)) = u(t) and A(0) = (/n. (Notice that it is not necessarily true that A(t) is normal.) Let A(t) = W(t)ß(t) be the polar decomposition of A(r) and choose 5 > 0 such that ||A(s)-A(r)|| < 1 whenever \s -t\ < 8. If 0 < / < 8 then \\UQ -A(t)\\ < 1 and so A(t) is in- 
} = ||(A-A)'1]] since A is normal. Using the above fact with x = (A -A) and y « (A -B), it follows that A 4 oiB).
This proves the lemma.
If in the next lemma the part of the hypothesis and the conclusion which involves the path \Q{t)} is deleted then this lemma states that a two point space has the C -covering homotopy property. The role of {Q(/)j is to make it possible to prove that anyfinite set and, eventually, all totally disconnected spaces have the C -covering homotopy property. Hence y, the characteristic function of (1/2, 3/2), is continuous on the spectrum of B(t) fot 0 < t < 8.
Put P(t) = x(B(f)) for 0 < t < 8. It follows that P(t) is a projection and P(0)= PQ. If 0 < tQ < 8 then the fact that \ can be uniformly approximated by polynomials on o(B(t0)) implies that \P(t)\ is continuous at rQ. Also, if / is a polynomial that vanishes at zero then Q(t)f(B(t)) = f(B(t))Q(t) = f(B(t)).
Since y can be approximated by such polynomials, P(t) < Q(t) for 0 < t < 8.
This same argument, combined with the fact that \(p(t)) = p(t) gives that n(P(t))=p(t).
In particular, since n(P(8)) = n(B(S)) it follows that K = B(8) -P (8) -■* jBuO/jv be a continuous map such that <£(•, t) is a *-isomorphism for each
